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Abstract 

The Western and Central North Pacific swordfish (Xiphias gladius) catch per unit effort for 
the Hawai’i-based longline fishery was standardized from the logbook dataset. The fishery 
was divided into the tuna-targeting deep-set sector and the swordfish-targeting shallow-set 
sector. Additionally, the shallow-set sector was standardized in two time periods: an early 
period (1995–2000) and a late period (2005–2021) because the shallow-set fishery was closed 
from 2001 to 2004, and regulations caused substantial changes in the fleet operations 
thereafter. Delta binomial-lognormal general additive models with random effects of fishing 
permit number as a proxy for vessel skill were evaluated for each sector and time-series. 
Spatial, temporal, environmental, and operational covariates were investigated for inclusion 
in the models following a forward stepwise approach based on Akaike information criteria 
and deviance explained selection criteria. The selected models explained between 35 and 
49% of the deviance in the shallow-set sector and 30% of the deviance in the positive catches 
for the deep-set sector, but only 9.3% of the probability of presence/absence in the deep-set 
sector. Latitude and time of year were retained in all selected models, while time of day, 
moon phase, longitude, gear configuration (hooks per float), lightsticks used (either 
categorical or number of lightsticks per hook), and sea surface temperature were also 
included in some models. The shallow-set standardized annual CPUE index displayed a 
general increasing trend from 1995–2000 and a decreasing trend from 2005–2021, with 
marked peaks in abundance in 2006 and 2016. Deep-set standardized annual CPUE estimates 
were an order of magnitude smaller than the shallow-set fishery and peaked in 1995, 2004, 
and 2015. Standardized CPUE indices for both fishery sectors have decreased over the last 
several years of the time-series, from 2016–2021 in the shallow-set sector and 2015–2020 in 
the deep-set sector. 

Introduction 

Broadbill swordfish (Xiphias gladius) inhabit the Pacific Ocean between 50° N and 50° S. They 
are a commercially important highly migratory species caught primarily by the Japanese, 
Taiwanese, and U.S. longline fisheries (Bigelow et al. 1999). The swordfish stock in the North 
Pacific Ocean has been assessed as a single stock scenario and under a two stock scenario, with 
one stock in the western central Pacific Ocean (WCNPO) and one stock in the eastern Pacific 
Ocean (EPO). These stocks were assessed in 2009 and again in 2014 by the Billfish Working 
Group (BILLWG) of the International Scientific Committee for Tuna and Tuna-like Species in 
the North Pacific Ocean (ISC) (ISC BILLWG 2009; ISC BILLWG 2014). The 2018 assessment 
of North Pacific swordfish only considered the WCNPO stock (ISC BILLWG 2019), and 
subsequent discussions with the Pacific Community and the Inter-American Tropical Tuna 
Commission (IATTC) redefined the EPO stock as a primarily southern stock. The southwest 
Pacific stock (SWPO) and the EPO stocks were assessed in 2021 and 2022, respectively 
(Ducharme-Barth et al. 2021; Minte-Vera et al. 2022).  
The BILLWG of the ISC has proposed to attempt a benchmark assessment of North Pacific 
swordfish in 2023. In preparation for the assessment, this working paper describes the 
standardization of swordfish catch per unit effort (CPUE) from the Hawai’i-based longline 
fleet where swordfish are caught as targeted-species in the shallow-set sector (float lines less 
than 20 m in length to allow fishing closer to the surface, with 14 or fewer hooks per float) 
and as bycatch in the tuna-targeting deep-set sector (float lines 20 m in length or greater to 
allow fishing at greater depths, with at least 15 hooks per float).  
Historically, the Hawaiian longline fishery targeted tuna; however, in the early 1990s the 
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number of vessels targeting swordfish began increasing and the Hawai’i-based fleet 
accounted for 40% of the total U.S. swordfish catch in 2012. Observers were first placed 
onboard longline vessels in 1994. Interactions with protected sea turtles caused the closure of 
the shallow-set swordfish fishery from February 2001 to March 2004 (Gilman et al. 2007). 
During this time many vessels targeting swordfish began targeting tuna. A second closure 
occurred March–December 2006 when the Hawai’i-based shallow-set longline fishery for 
swordfish reached the annual limit for interactions with loggerhead sea turtles, and additional 
closures of the fishery have occurred in recent years (NMFS 2022). Several changes to the 
reporting regulations have occurred since the onset of required reporting in 1994 (Pacific 
Islands Region Office 2017). Observer coverage varied significantly prior to 2000, with 
observer coverage between 3.3 and 10.4% for the entire fishery (NMFS 2022). Starting in 
2001, the observer program had a target of 20% observer coverage on deep-set longline 
vessels and mandatory 100% observer coverage on shallow-set longline vessels. The 
Hawai’i-based longline fleet has been described previously by Ito and Childers (2018) and 
also in a working paper submitted to the same BILLWG session (Ito 2023) and there have not 
been additional substantial changes since 2018. 

Methods 

Data Sources 

The U.S. Federal logbook program to monitor the Hawai’i-based longline fishing fleet began 
in November 1990 to manage U.S. domestic fisheries for tuna, swordfish, and other 
economically important pelagic species. Logbooks are filed by all operators of fishing vessels 
conducting longline fishing operations on the High Seas and within the U.S. Exclusive 
Economic Zone in American Samoa, Guam, Hawai’i, the Northern Mariana Islands, and U.S. 
possessions in the western Pacific and offloading in U.S. ports. Logbooks provide set-by-set 
information on catch, as well as environmental and operational aspects of fishing operations. 
The Hawai’i-based longline fishery can be divided into two sectors: the tuna-targeting deep-
set sector which comprises the majority of the fishing fleet, and the swordfish-targeting 
shallow-set sector. Data were extracted from the Oracle database on 2 September 2022. After 
filtering for incomplete and erroneous entries, there were 424,715 longline sets available for 
consideration in these analyses from 10 June 1995 to 31 December 2021.  
Target species are not consistently reported for each longline set in logbook records. Target 
species (hence fishery sector: deep- vs. shallow-set) were instead inferred by the number of 
hooks per float (HPF). Prior to the close of the shallow-set sector in 2001, we defined 
shallow-sets as sets having 10 or fewer HPF. After the reopening of the shallow-set fishery in 
2005, Shallow-sets were legally defined as having 14 or fewer HPF in 2004 (69 FR 17329), 
and we use that definition for the 2005–2021 shallow-set time-series. Consistent with the 
2004 definitions, we defined deep-sets over the time-series (1995–2021) as sets with 15 or 
more HPF. Prior to 2001, sets with 11–14 HPF (N = 573 sets, or approximately 0.1% of all 
records) could not be confidently assigned to either sector and have been removed from the 
dataset for these analyses.  
The environmental variables investigated in the CPUE standardization were obtained from 
publically available data. Sea surface temperature (SST) from January 1994 to present were 
based on monthly 0.5° resolution composites from the NOAA GOES-E/W satellite 
downloaded from Pacific Islands Fisheries Science Center (PIFSC) OceanWatch (2022). The 
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) and the Pacific Decadal Oscillation Index (PDO) were 
monthly region-wide indices (NOAA NCDC 2022). Mixed layer depth (MLD) were based on 
0.33° × 1° monthly means of GODAS data provided by the NOAA/OAR/ESRL PSD, 
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Boulder, Colorado, USA1. Latitude and longitude were the calculated Euclidian mid-point 
between the locations recorded for the beginning of longline set and end of longline 
haulback. Lunar phase was assigned for each set using the R package ‘lunar’ (Lazaridis 2015) 
providing values between 0 and 1 with 0 and 1 as the beginning and end of the moon cycle 
(new moon), 0.25 as the first quarter, 0.5 as the full moon, and 0.75 as the last quarter. 
Potential seasonal effects on catch rates were accounted for with a day of year value ranging 
from 1 to 365 (or 366 during leap years). Time of day for each set was the time when the 
longline deployment began and was measured by hour from 0 to 23. HPF was treated as a 
categorical variable with integer values for shallow-sets and increments for deep-sets (15–19, 
20–24, 25–29, ... , 55–88). The logbook data included over 40 recorded bait types, which 
were reduced to 8 categories: 1. mackerel, 2. various mixed species (including various 
combinations of squid, mackerel, saba, sanma, sardine, akule, opelu, and herring), 3. all other 
species or unknown baits, 4. saba, 5. sanma, 6. sanma/sardine mix, 7. sardine, and 8. squid. 
The number of lightsticks used per set was included as either lightsticks per hook (LPH, 
calculated as lightsticks per set divided by hooks per set) or as a categorical variable 
(Lightsticks_YN) to indicate whether lightsticks were used or were not. Finally, a measure of 
set effort in total number of hooks was investigated for the presence/absence standardization 
models.   

CPUE Standardization 

Catch per unit effort (CPUE) was measured as the count of swordfish caught per 1000 hooks 
set. Each dataset (shallow-set 1995–2000, shallow-set 2005–2021, and deep-set 1995–2021) 
was modeled separately as the combination of presence/absence (binomial distributed) and 
positive catch (lognormal distributed) processes. A presence/absence model was not 
considered for the shallow-set 2005–2021 standardization because sets catching no swordfish 
were rare (1.1% of all sets). Instead, the CPUE index was standardized based on the 
lognormal model of positive catches only. This carries the assumption that the probability of 
catching swordfish in this sector was essentially constant at 1 throughout the time-series. 
Each process was modeled with a general additive mixed-effects model (GAMM) in R 
package ‘gamm4’ (Wood et al. 2020) where vessel permit number (a unique identifier that 
can be used as a proxy for fishing vessel) was included a priori in all models as a random 
effect to account for possible changes in vessel fishing capability (skill) over time.  
Thirteen covariates were investigated for inclusion in the GAMMs. Bait type, HPF, and 
Lightsticks_YN were considered as categorical variables; LPH, SST, SOI, PDO, and MLD 
were considered as linear terms, latitude and longitude were considered as thin plate 
regression spline smoothed terms, and moon phase, time of year, and time of day were 
considered as cyclic cubic regression splines. Cyclic cubic regression splines were penalized 
to ensure model effects for minimum and maximum values of each covariate matched, e.g. 0 
and 1 for moon phase, 0 and 366 for time of year, and 0 and 24 for time of day. The 
dimension of the basis (e.g., maximum number of knots) for all smooth terms was 6–8. 
Models were selected using a forward stepwise approach. All perspective covariates were 
evaluated at each step (total effort in number of hooks per set was considered only for the 
binomial presence/absence models). Models containing each candidate covariate were 
compared to the previous step using a chi-squared likelihood ratio test (Ott and Longnecker 
2001). The model with the lowest Akaike information criterion (AIC) value and a significant 
likelihood ratio test statistic at alpha = 0.05 was retained at each step. Addition of covariates 
to each model continued only if the percent deviance explained relative to the intercept only 

 
1 http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ 
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(null) model was at least 0.25% greater than the percent deviance explained by the next 
simplest model. Residual distributions for each selected presence/absence and positive 
process model, as well as marginal effects (computed using R package ‘ggeffects’; Ludecke 
et al. 2022) for each covariate were examined to ensure model appropriateness. The influence 
of each covariate on the predicted values within each GAMM were plotted and examined 
following Bentley et al. (2012) to illustrate trends in covariate effects on CPUE over time. 
The annual probability of presence/absence (binomial process) and expected CPUE given 
positive catch (lognormal process), together with variance estimates, were calculated for all 
combinations of year × month × categorical variable (HPF, Bait, or Lightsticks) included in 
the model of each time-series (Walters 2003). Median values for linear and smooth covariates 
were also used in the predictions. Marginal mean values and variances were calculated by 
year and, for the shallow-set 1995–2000 and deep-set 1995–2021 time-series, combined 
following the approach of Goodman (1960) as described in Campbell (2015) to produce the 
final standardized CPUE indices. The final standardized CPUE indices from this analysis for 
each sector and time-series were compared to the previous standardization of Hawai’i 
longline logbook data (Sculley et al. 2018) by subtracting from each year the mean value 
over the overlapping years of the two analyses for each dataset and time-series (i.e., using 
only 2016 and earlier for the late shallow-set and deep-set sectors).   

 

Results 

Descriptive Catch Statistics  

Swordfish-targeting shallow-set longline fishing activity from 1995–2021 was centered 2–3° 
latitude north of the western Main Hawaiian Islands (MHI) and extended farther north along 
the North Pacific Subtropical Convergence Zone (Figure 1). Prior to the shallow-set fishery 
closure in 2000, most shallow-set effort was relatively close to the north and south of the 
MHI, however, since 2005, the spatial extent of shallow-set effort has been reduced and 
generally shifted north and east which coincided with the creation of the Papahānaumokuākea 
Marine National Monument in 2006 and its subsequent expansion in 2016 around the 
Northwest Hawaiian Islands (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Nominal CPUE aggregated over the 
time-series is highest along the North Pacific Subtropical Convergence Zone above the 
Northwest Hawaiian Islands (Figure 4). Areas of the highest nominal CPUE have been fairly 
consistent over time, but have shifted farther east in recent years (Figure 5 and Figure 6). 
Prior to the shallow-set fishery closure in 2001, shallow-set fishing occurred throughout the 
year (Figure 7A). During the later time-series, effort tended to be concentrated within the first 
months of the year. This seasonal concentration of effort is particularly noticeable during 
years when the fishery was closed mid-year due to sea turtle interactions (i.e., 2006, 2018, 
2019). During the early time-series (1995–2000), shallow-set longlines were set throughout 
the day, but mostly between 1600 and 1800 (Figure 7B). The setting of shallow-set longlines 
from 2005–2021 was later, consistent with regulations enacted in 2004 prohibiting shallow-
setting within 1 hour after sunset, and effort was concentrated from 1800–2000 during most 
years. Shallow-set effort has become increasingly focused around the full moon in recent 
years (Figure 7C). The spatial shift of the fishery to the north and east over the years, as well 
as increased variability of the set location in recent years are apparent from the relative 
frequency of sets per year by latitude (Figure 7D) and longitude (Figure 8A). There was a 
pronounced shift in fishermen behavior in 2010–2011 (Figure 8B). In years earlier, shallow-
sets most commonly had 4 HPF, but since 2012 most sets used 5 HPF. From 1995–2000, 
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between 15 and 30% of shallow-sets did not use lightsticks and most used 1 lightstick per 4 
or 5 hooks (Figure 8C and 8D). In the later time-series (2005–2021) 98% of shallow-sets 
were deployed with lightsticks, most commonly 1 lightstick per 2 hooks.   
Tuna-targeting deep-set longline fishing activity was concentrated close to MHI and has 
expanded to the north and east over the time-series (Figure 9–Figure 11). Nominal CPUE was 
most often < 0.2 through the range of the deep-set fishery (Figure 12), with the exception of 
relatively high CPUE values (range 1–15.3), primarily in the North Pacific Subtropical 
Convergence Zone during 1996, 2001–2002, and 2011–2012 (Figure 13 andFigure 14). Deep-
set fishing occurred throughout the year with set times between 0600 and noon, shifting later 
over time (Figure 15A–B). The number of deep-sets by latitude and SST have been highly 
variable over time, with no apparent trend (Figure 15C–D). Consistent with regulations, squid 
has not been used as a bait in the deep-set sector since 2002, with sanma increasingly the 
preferred bait type (Figure 16A). Deep-set HPF decreased from a mode of 30–34 before 2004 
to 20–24 after 2007 (Figure 16B). 

CPUE Standardization 

Time of day, time of year, latitude, moon phase, and the categorical use of lightsticks were 
selected for both the presence/absence and positive catch GAMMs for the 1995–2000 
shallow-set fishery (Table 1). In addition, the positive process model included HPF and 
longitude. Both models explained approximately 49% of deviance compared to the null 
(intercept only) model. The 2005–2021 shallow-set fishery was modeled using only the 
positive process GAMM (34.7% of deviance explained) and included moon phase, time of 
year, SST, longitude, latitude, and LPH. Time of year, SST, and latitude were selected for 
both the presence/absence and positive catch GAMMs for the deep-set fishery. In addition, 
the presence/absence process model included moon phase and explained 30.4% of deviance 
compared to the null (intercept only) model. The positive process model included time of day, 
bait, and HPF and explained only 9.3% of deviance compared to the null (intercept only) 
model. 
Annual standardized CPUE for the 1995–2000 shallow-set fishery followed an increasing 
trend over the time-series (Figure 17). CPUE for the 2005–2021 shallow-set fishery peaked in 
2006 and 2016, and has been trending down to minimum 7.32 per 1,000 hooks in 2021 (Table 
2). Annual standardized deep-set CPUE has been less than 0.16 per 1,000 hooks in all except 
2 years, peaking in 1995, 2004, and 2015 (Figure 18). Similar to the shallow-set standardized 
CPUE, the deep-set standardized CPUE exhibits an overall decreasing trend in recent years, 
reaching time-series minimum values of 0.08 and 0.09 per 1,000 hooks in 2020 and 2021, 
respectively (Table 2). Diagnostic plots of each of the final selected GAMMs indicate 
residuals are roughly normally distributed and show no distinct trends (Figure 19–Figure 23).  
Time of day, time of year, latitude, and lightsticks had similar effects and influence within 
both the presence/absence and positive process GAMMs for the 1995–2000 shallow-set 
fishery (Figure 24–Figure 27). Marginal effects were most positive (hence the probability of 
catching swordfish and the CPUE given swordfish were caught was highest) around 1800 
hours, spring/early summer, 30–40° N latitude, and when lightsticks were used. Further, the 
effects of time of day, time of year, and lightsticks used showed positive influence trend over 
time, indicating including these variables in the standardization models accounted for a 
positive trend that would have been influential in the nominal CPUE time-series. For the 
2005–2021 shallow-set fishery, which was modeled using only a positive process GAMM, 
the effects of time of year and latitude were similar to the earlier time-series, e.g., effect was 
highest in March and approximately 35–40° N latitude (Figure 28). Moon phase had the 
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greatest positive effects on CPUE several days before the full moon and the range of marginal 
effects for permit was greater than for the 1995–2000 time-series. The effects of longitude 
suggest a gradient from greatest in the west to least in the east. Trends in influence over time 
were positive for the effects of moon phase and latitude, but were negative for longitude and 
LPH (Figure 29). 
Relative to the shallow-set fisheries, permit effect was more pronounced for both the 
presence/absence and positive process GAMMs for the 1995–2021 deep-set fishery (Figure 
30 and Figure 32). Interestingly, the trends in influence of permit over time differed between 
the two processes, being positive for the presence/absence process and not clearly directional 
for the positive process (Figure 31 and Figure 33). The marginal effect of year showed high 
variability and no trend for the presence/absence process but was negative for the positive 
process.  
Trends in CPUE were similar to trends observed in the previous 2018 CPUE standardization 
(Figure 34–Figure 37; Sculley et al. 2018). Both the previous and current indices displayed 
an increase for the shallow-set fishery from 2013–2016 and the deep-set fishery from 2011–
2015. Beyond the 2016 terminal year of the 2018 standardization, CPUE for both shallow-set 
and deep-set fisheries has generally declined. 

Discussion 

Latitude and time of year were consistently selected in the GAMMs for the presence/absence 
and positive processes of both the shallow- and deep-set fishery sectors. The importance of 
spatial covariates in the models was expected given catch rates of swordfish are known to be 
highest near oceanographic features such as frontal currents, eddies, and upwelling and 
convergence zones, including the North Pacific Subtropical Convergence Zone north of the 
Hawaiian Islands (Yanez et al. 2009; Sculley et al. 2019; Duran Gomez et al. 2020). Previous 
analyses of Hawai’i longline logbook data also demonstrated the importance of spatial 
covariates to swordfish catch rates (Bigelow et al. 1999; Sculley et al. 2018). In this analysis, 
latitude and longitude were accounted for in the models as additive, rather than linear, terms, 
and were selected earlier in the most parsimonious models compared to the previous CPUE 
standardization analysis (Sculley et al. 2018). This suggests that additive effects enabled 
more realistic modeling of spatial covariates, allowing for maxima or minima at intermediate 
latitude and longitude values instead of a single maximum and minimum at the extent of the 
data indicative of a unidirectional relationship. Longitude was not selected in any of the 
models in the 2018 CPUE standardization, despite relying on identical model selection 
criteria as the current analysis. An earlier analysis of swordfish catch data by Bigelow et al. 
(1999) using only a few years of longline logbook data retained longitude in the CPUE 
standardization models, but there was no clear east-west trend. In addition to the more 
flexible treatment of longitude using additive modeling, the years 2017–2021 were 
informative regarding the east-west distribution of fishing effort in the shallow-set fishery, 
which has moved farther to the east where catch rates are expectedly lower in response to the 
periodic regulatory closure of the bigeye tuna fishery (Russ Ito, pers. comm.), corresponding 
to large negative influence of longitude for those years (Figure 29). Although we tested for 
interactions between latitude and longitude in the GAMMs that retained both terms, 
interactions were not included in the final models in the interest of reducing the number of 
parameters. Future improvements to the CPUE standardization of Hawai’i longline logbook 
data include modeling spatial effects using 1° latitude × longitude grid cells and investigating 
year × space interactions. 
Time of year was considered at a finer resolution (day of year) and more flexibly as an 
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additive term, rather than the 4-level categorical season in the 2018 CPUE standardization. 
Time of year was selected as the first or second covariate in all GAMMs. The effect of time 
of year on shallow-set CPUE is particularly apparent in 2006, 2018, and 2019 when the 
shallow-set sector was closed early (in March, May, and March, respectively). During these 
years, all shallow-set effort occurred during the beginning of the year when marginal effects 
of season (time of year) were most positive, hence influence of time of year was strongest 
during those years (Figure 7Figure 28Figure 29). For the deep-set fishery, the probability of 
encountering swordfish, as well as CPUE of swordfish given they were caught, was highest 
during April through June (Figure 30 Figure 32). As expected, influence of time of year is 
greatest for years when more deep-set fishing effort coincides with these peak months (Figure 
31Figure 33). The converse is also apparent: logbook data became available in June 1995, as 
a result, all observed fishing effort for 1995 was during times when CPUE of swordfish from 
both the shallow-set and deep-set fisheries was expected to be low. Intuitively, influence plots 
show strong negative influence of time of year on CPUE in 1995 within both the 
presence/absence and binomial GAMMs for the shallow- and deep-set sectors (Figure 
25Figure 27Figure 31Figure 33).  
General trends in the standardized CPUE index for both the shallow-set and deep-set sectors 
indicate a peak approximately every 10 years, while the shallow-set peaks lagged 1 year 
behind the deep-set peaks. The signal in the deep-set sector is very small as the CPUE ranges 
from 0.08 to 0.26 over the time-series. This sector catches primarily young-of-the-year fish 
with a mean length of 80 cm eye fork length (EFL; Brodziak and Sculley 2023). Neither the 
PDO, which cycles approximately every 10 years, or the SOI, which cycles more frequently, 
were retained in any of the models, noting that neither index was offset by time (e.g., PDO in 
a given year was investigated for model effects on catch of the same year). This suggests that 
although large-scale climatic indices may potentially be driving underlying swordfish 
abundance and recruitment (which cycles every 7ؘ–8 years; ISC BILLWG 2019), large-scale 
climate variability is apparently not driving catchability of swordfish within the Hawai’i 
longline fisheries. Future investigations of environmental influences on catchability of 
swordfish could rely on wind data as a more reliable indicator of fishing conditions, as was 
done by Bigelow et al. (1999). 
The influence of SST and MLD on the catch rates and local density of swordfish is well 
documented (Bigelow et al. 1999; Abascal et al. 2015), therefore, it is surprising MLD was 
not retained in any of the GAMMs and SST had only very subtle effects with large variance. 
This is likely the result of confounding caused by correlation between SST and MLD with 
spatial and seasonal variables. The direction and magnitude of the correlation between MLD 
and latitude or longitude varied depending on the fishery sector and time period considered. 
Considering shallow-sets only, MLD was positively correlated with latitude (Pearson 
correlation ρ = 0.18) and longitude (ρ = 0.44) but for deep-sets, MLD was negatively 
correlated with latitude (ρ = -0.47) and longitude (ρ = -0.26). SST was not strongly correlated 
with latitude or longitude within the data (strongest ρ = -0.18 between SST and latitude for 
the shallow-set data), however, SST was correlated with time of year (ρ = 0.47). MLD was 
negatively correlated with time of year (ρ = -0.48). The seeming unimportance of SST and 
MLD represents a primary difference between this and the 2018 analyses which included SST 
in 4 of 5 and MLD in 3 of 5 GLMs using the same model selection criteria. The flexible 
inclusion of time of year and space at much finer resolution in these analyses likely enabled 
seasonal and spatial variables to account for a greater amount of the deviance. 
Moon phase was found to be an important covariate associated with CPUE for the shallow-
set fisheries. In both time-series, the effect of moon phase is most strongly positive several 
days before (moon phase = 0.4 to 0.45) and, to a lesser extent, several days after (moon phase 
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= 0.65) the full moon, and not during the full moon itself (moon phase = 0.5). This suggests 
either there is an optimum level of illumination at about 70–90% full that maximizes 
swordfish interaction with longline gear; or, as might be suggested by the asymmetry of the 
relationship, perhaps indirect ecological or behavioral mechanisms cued by moon phase are 
driving the increased catches of swordfish during these times. Regardless, the frequency plots 
reveal that shallow-set effort is concentrated around the full moon, and in some years peaks 
several days before or after the full moon (Figure 7). Moreover, effort has been increasingly 
concentrated between the first and last quarter moons over the later time-series, and the 
influence of moon phase within the CPUE standardization GAMMs trended positively 
(Figure 29). 
Vessel (permit) effect, as a proxy for fishermen skill or efficacy, was included as a random 
effect a priori in all GAMMs. For the shallow-set fishery, the range of the marginal effect 
within the GAMMs was small in the presence/absence process (Figure 24) and fairly large in 
the positive processes (Figure 26 and Figure 28), suggesting whether or not swordfish are 
caught during a shallow-set is not heavily dependent on vessel, however, given swordfish are 
caught, the number caught is affected by the vessel. Vessel was a prominent covariate within 
both processes for the deep-set fishery (Figure 30Figure 32). There were a few vessels in 
particular that seemed much more likely to catch swordfish, or catch more swordfish, than 
other vessels, suggesting there are a few vessels that are better able to catch (or less able to 
avoid) swordfish on deep-sets. Industrialized fishing fleets become more skilled overtime, 
either by individual fishermen adopting new technologies and behaviors or attrition of less 
successful fishermen (Eigaard et al. 2014). Including vessel can account for the attrition of 
less skilled fishermen over time, and, as observed by Bentley et al. (2012), the influence of 
vessel within the standardization model may increase over time in targeted fisheries. Instead, 
we found influence of the permit effect within the shallow-set fishery was highest in the 
middle of the time-series (2013–2017; Figure 29). Influence of vessel in the deep-set fishery 
trended positively over time for the presence/absence process (e.g., the composition of the 
fleet is tending towards vessels that catch swordfish on deep-sets; Figure 31) and decreased 
until 2010 then increased for the positive process (e.g., the composition of the fleet is moved 
towards vessels that, when swordfish are caught, do not catch many swordfish on deep-sets 
since the regulatory changes of 2004; Figure 33).   
Of the investigated operational covariates, lightsticks, which showed a positive relationship 
with swordfish catch (Figure 24, Figure 26, and Figure 28), was the most commonly 
included. The categorical variable for lightsticks used or not (Lightsticks_YN) was in the 
models for both processes for the 1995–2000 shallow-set sector. As lightstick usage became 
more widespread within the fishery over the time-series (Figure 8), influence also trended 
positively (Figure 25 and Figure 27). During the later 2005–2021 shallow-set time-series, 
lightstick use was generally high, but the number of lightsticks used and influence on annual 
CPUE trended downwards (Figure 8 and Figure 29). Hooks per float, HPF, was also selected 
in shallow-set 1995–2000 and deep-set positive processes. For the shallow-set fishery, 
marginal effects of HPF suggest using 9 HPF had a negative effect on CPUE relative to most 
other values (Figure 26). For deep-sets, CPUE was somewhat higher when 15–19 or 45–49 
HPF were used (Figure 32). Given that the confidence intervals of effects at each level of 
HPF generally overlap and the great majority of shallow-sets used 4, then 5 HPF (shifting 
around 2009–2011; Figure 8) and most deep-sets used 30–34 HPF (decreasing to 25–29 HPF 
later in the time-series; Figure 16), inferences drawn on HPF within the GAMMs are likely 
unreliable. Bait type was also a challenging covariate to account for or interpret in the 
selected GAMMs, appearing only in the deep-set positive process model where mackerel and 
squid (which are the favored baits for targeting swordfish; Fernandez-Carvalho, et. al., 2015) 
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indicated higher CPUE compared to the other bait categories (Figure 32), which included 
over 40 bait types, frequently mixed within sets and not recorded specifically in the logbook 
data.  
The standardized CPUE for both the shallow- and deep-set fisheries has trended down over 
the terminal 5–7 years of the time-series. This decrease in CPUE could not be explained by 
any of the spatial, temporal, environmental, or operational covariates investigated here. As 
noted, the recent downward trend could be the continuation of a regular 10-year cycle in 
CPUE, perhaps driven by the environment and cycles in recruitment (ISC BILLWG 2019). 
Whether this recent decrease in CPUE is indicative of a decrease of abundance of the overall 
WCNPO swordfish stock will be thoroughly investigated in the upcoming benchmark stock 
assessment. Given the close agreeance of this and the previous CPUE standardization through 
2016, it is likely the recent trends are similarly reliable as the earlier part of the time-series. 
In conclusion, we believe the standardized CPUE indices from the Hawai’i longline logbook 
data presented herein represent a methodological improvement over the previous analyses 
(Sculley et al. 2018). In particular, the flexibility of additive modeling, greater resolution of 
modeling time of day and time of year as continuous variables, and the consistent inclusion of 
a random effect for fishermen skill more realistically reflect the relationship between the 
investigated covariates and logbook catch. Future improvements could be made to the 
analyses, including better accounting for spatial variation, and incorporating spatiotemporal 
interactions. Regardless, model diagnostics indicate the delta-lognormal modeling approach 
with the covariates selected are appropriate to quantify the underlying year effect on 
swordfish catch. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Selected models used in the CPUE standardization. All models included year and 
random effects of permit. Additive (smooth) terms are noted by s(). Model covariates include 
hour (Hour), day of year (Yday), latitude (Lat), longitude (Lon), hooks per float (HPF), 
lightsticks per hook (LPH), lightsticks used yes/no (Lightsticks_YN), moon phase (Moon), 
sea surface temperature (SST), and bait type (Bait). 

Form / Process Model Covariates % Deviance 
Explained Comments 

Shallow-set, 1995–2000 (N = 24,233; 14.7% zeros) 

GAMM presence / 
absence 

s(Hour) + s(Yday) + 
s(Lat) + 
Lightsticks_YN + 
s(Moon) 

49.4 Including longitude 
in models resulted in 
convergence failure 

GAMM positive 
process 

s(Lat) + s(Yday) + 
s(Moon) + 
Lightsticks_YN + 
s(Lon) + HPF + 
s(Hour)  

49.4  

Shallow-set, 2005–2021 (N = 18,723; 1.1% zeros) 

GAMM positive 
process 

s(Moon) + s(Yday) + 
SST + s(Lon) + 
s(Lat) + LPH 

34.7  

Deep-set, 1995–2021 (N = 380,915; 84.2% zeros) 

GAMM presence / 
absence 

s(Yday) + SST + 
s(Lat) + s(Moon) 

9.3 Model selection 
performed using a 
subset of data (5%) 

GAMM positive 
process 

s(Hour) + s(Yday) + 
HPF + s(Lat) + SST 
+ Bait 

30.4  
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Table 2. Annual standardized CPUE (number per 1000 hooks) and CVs. 

Year 
Shallow-set Deep-set 

CPUE CV CPUE CV 
1995 6.13 0.07 0.26 0.12 
1996 6.78 0.07 0.16 0.11 
1997 7.83 0.07 0.10 0.12 
1998 7.84 0.07 0.14 0.11 
1999 7.48 0.07 0.13 0.11 
2000 7.91 0.07 0.11 0.11 
2001   0.12 0.11 
2002   0.15 0.11 
2003   0.14 0.11 
2004   0.18 0.11 
2005 14.96 0.07 0.13 0.11 
2006 16.54 0.07 0.13 0.11 
2007 13.71 0.07 0.13 0.11 
2008 12.84 0.07 0.12 0.11 
2009 10.42 0.07 0.12 0.11 
2010 9.52 0.07 0.11 0.11 
2011 10.43 0.07 0.10 0.11 
2012 9.07 0.07 0.11 0.11 
2013 9.09 0.07 0.11 0.11 
2014 9.35 0.07 0.14 0.11 
2015 10.44 0.07 0.15 0.10 
2016 12.07 0.07 0.13 0.11 
2017 12.01 0.07 0.13 0.11 
2018 10.06 0.07 0.13 0.10 
2019 8.81 0.07 0.10 0.11 
2020 9.15 0.07 0.08 0.11 
2021 7.32 0.07 0.09 0.11 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. Total shallow-set fishing effort, in thousand hooks, aggregated from 1995–2021. 
Grid cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for confidentiality. 
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Figure 2. Shallow-set effort by year and 5 × 5° grid cells, in thousand hooks, 1995–2010. 
Grid cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for confidentiality. 
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Figure 3. Shallow-set effort by year and 5 × 5° grid cells, in thousand hooks, 2011–2021. 
Grid cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for confidentiality. 
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Figure 4. Total shallow-set nominal CPUE by 1 × 1° grid cells, in number per 1000 hooks, 
1995–2021. Grid cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for 
confidentiality. 
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Figure 5. Shallow-set nominal CPUE by year and 5 × 5° grid cells, in number per 1000 
hooks, 1995–2010. Grid cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for 
confidentiality. 
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Figure 6. Shallow-set nominal CPUE by year and 5 × 5° grid cells, in number per 1000 
hooks, 2011–2021. Grid cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for 
confidentiality. 
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Figure 7. Relative frequency plots of shallow-sets per year by (A) time of year, (B) time of 
day, (C) moon phase, and (D) latitude. The y-axes are scaled so shaded area is equal for each 
year within each covariate. 

A 
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Figure 8. Relative frequency plots of shallow-sets per year by (A) longitude, (B) hooks per 
float (HPF), and (C) lightsticks per hook (LPH). The y-axes are scaled so shaded area is equal 
for each year within each covariate. Proportion of sets using lightsticks (Y) and not using 
lightsticks (N) by year is shown in (D).  
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Figure 9. Total deep-set effort by 1 × 1° grid cells, in thousand hooks, 1995–2021. Grid cells 
with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for confidentiality. 
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Figure 10. Deep-set effort by year and 5 × 5° grid cells, in thousand hooks, 1995–2009. Grid 
cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for confidentiality. 
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Figure 11. Deep-set effort by year and 5 × 5° grid cells, in thousand hooks, 2010–2021. Grid 
cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for confidentiality. 
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Figure 12. Total deep-set nominal CPUE by 1 × 1° grid cells, in number per 1000 hooks, 
1995–2021. Grid cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for 
confidentiality. 
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Figure 13. Deep-set nominal CPUE by year and 5 × 5° grid cells, in number per 1000 hooks, 
1995–2009. Grid cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for 
confidentiality. 
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Figure 14. Deep-set nominal CPUE by year and 5 × 5° grid cells, in number per 1000 hooks, 
2010–2021. Grid cells with fewer than 3 vessels have been excluded from the plot for 
confidentiality. 
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Figure 15. Relative frequency plots of deep-sets per year by (A) time of year, (B) time of day, 
(C) latitude, and (D) sea surface temperature (SST). The y-axes are scaled so shaded area is 
equal for each year within each covariate. 
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Figure 16. Relative frequency plots of deep-sets per year by (A) bait type and (B) hooks per 
float (HPF). The y-axes are scaled so shaded area is equal for each year within each 
covariate. 

A B 
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Figure 17. Shallow-set annual standardized CPUE (triangles) with 95% confidence intervals 
(shaded) for the 1995–2000 and 2005–2021 time-series. Open symbols are nominal CPUE. 
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Figure 18. Deep-set annual standardized CPUE (triangles) with 95% confidence intervals 
(shaded) for 1995–2021. Open symbols are nominal CPUE. 
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Figure 19. Plots of randomized quantile residuals for the shallow-set 1995–2000 
presence/absence GAMMs. 
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Figure 20. Shallow-set 1995–2000 positive process GAMM model diagnostics. Response is 
shown on the log scale. 
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Figure 21. Shallow-set 2005–2021 positive process GAMM model diagnostics. Response is 
shown on the log scale. 
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Figure 22. Deep-set presence/absence GAMM model diagnostics. 
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Figure 23. Deep-set positive process GAMM model diagnostics. Response is shown on the 
log scale. 
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Figure 24. Shallow-set 1995–2000 presence/absence marginal effects of each GAMM 
covariate. Error bars and shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 25. Shallow-set 1995–2000 presence/absence influence over time of each GAMM 
covariate. 
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Figure 26. Shallow-set 1995–2000 positive process marginal effects of each GAMM 
covariate. Error bars and shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 26, continued. Shallow-set 1995–2000 positive process marginal effects of each 
GAMM covariate. Error bars and shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 27. Shallow-set 1995–2000 positive process influence over time of each GAMM 
covariate. 
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Figure 28. Shallow-set 2005–2021 positive process marginal effects of each GAMM 
covariate. Error bars and shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 29. Shallow-set 2005–2021 positive process influence over time of each GAMM 
covariate. 
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Figure 30. Deep-set 1995–2021 presence/absence marginal effects of each GAMM covariate. 
Error bars and shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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Figure 31. Deep-set 1995–2021 presence/absence influence over time of each GAMM 
covariate. 
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Figure 32. Deep-set 1995–2021 positive process marginal effects of each GAMM covariate. 
Error bars and shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals. Bait type categories are (1) 
mackerel, (2) various mixed species (including various combinations of squid, mackerel, 
saba, sanma, sardine, akule, opelu, and herring), (3) all other species or unknown baits, (4) 
saba, (5) sanma, (6) sanma/sardine mix, (7) sardine, and (8) squid. Hooks per float (HPF) are 
given as the lower edge of each bin. 
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Figure 33. Deep-set 1995–2021 positive process influence over time of each GAMM 
covariate. 
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Figure 34. Comparison of standardized CPUE (catch per thousand hooks) from the Hawai’i 
longline shallow-set sector from the previous standardization (Sculley et al. 2018; ‘2018’) 
and this analysis (‘new’). 

 
Figure 35. Comparison of zero-centered standardized CPUE from the Hawai’i longline 
shallow-set sector from the previous standardization (Sculley et al. 2018; ‘2018’) and this 
analysis (‘new’). 
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Figure 36. Comparison of standardized CPUE (catch per thousand hooks) from the Hawai’i 
longline deep-set sector from the previous standardization (Sculley et al. 2018; ‘2018’) and 
this analysis (‘new’). 

 
Figure 37. Comparison of zero-centered standardized CPUE from the Hawai’i longline deep-
set sector from the previous standardization (Sculley et al. 2018; ‘2018’) and this analysis 
(‘new’). 


